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NEW YEAR, NEW SMILE!
How to help your patients renew their oral

health and beauty in 2018

New Year’s is all about reinventing
yourself, and what better way to do just
that than with a beautiful, new smile?

At GLO, we know how life-changing a
brighter, whiter, healthier smile can be,
especially when that smile is the gateway to
newfound self-confidence and happiness.
As a GLO dental provider, you have the
power to open each patient’s mind to his or
her unique potential by revealing the
possibilities that are within reach with GLO

Professional teeth whitening technology.

Of course, a healthy mouth is the foundation of a beautiful smile and can also protect
against debilitating systemic illnesses. The New Year, when patients are most enthusiastic
about achieving personal goals, is the ideal time to introduce ECO Balance Gum Health
Treatment to their daily oral care routine. Simply adding ECO on top of their regular
toothpaste for twice daily brushing will make a world of difference in their gum health and
ECO will be their best New Year’s resolution yet!

GLO in action!

Dr. Georgina Carabarin of Carabarin Dental
Group shares why she loves GLO:

"I love GLO and have posted pics on Facebook and
Instagram. This is a case that was referred to me to
cover a black spot on tooth # 8.

Six years ago, the patient fell down and hit her teeth
on the floor. Her tooth moved and started to become
dark right away. She had a root canal treatment, but
the tooth continued to darken. She had tried teeth
whitening prior with other systems and other
techniques, but with no results. 
  

http://www.glosciencepro.com/
https://glosciencepro.com/pages/eco-balance
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0578/0981/files/GLO_Holiday_Flyer_Blue.pdf
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0578/0981/files/GLO_New_Year_Flyer.pdf


She was referred to me for porcelain veneers, in order to cover the dark spot. I suggested
teeth whitening with GLO in order to lighten up the spot and have a more translucent
porcelain veneer. We did the office treatment and continued whitening at home for three days;
the spot of tooth # 8 is gone!

After teeth whitening with GLO, this is what we achieved. The patient is really happy and we
are not doing the veneers any more!"

Contact your GLO Science Rep at 855.7.GLOPRO to
place your order TODAY!

GLO Marketing Tip

Give the Gift of GLO this
Holiday Season!

Spread the cheer and give your patients a reason to smile
with GLO 3-Day Pro Strength Teeth Whitening Treatment -
they make great stocking stuffers! Add a sticker or a card
inviting recipients to book an in-office whitening for even
faster results.

PLUS....
Check out our new holiday flyers to display in your office
and share online!

These and more FREE marketing materials like these can be found in our Professional
Resource Portal at glosciencepro.com. Simply enter the password gloscience to access.

Share your GLO on social media by tagging @glosciencenyc or using the hashtag
#getgloing!

Check us out at the
Yankee Dental Congress in January!

Stop by to visit us at Benco Booth #1023 to #getGLOing.

https://glosciencepro.com/pages/downloads


We can't wait to see you there!

#getgloing #gloprofessional
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Want to appear as a featured GLO office through
GLO social media? Send us pictures of your
team GLOing and share how you are building
your whitening practice!

CONTACT US
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